WHAT’S NEW IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD

AZEK Shingle Siding with PaintPro® Technology
All the timeless beauty of cedar siding without the constant maintenance. Made from a state-of-the-art proprietary engineered polymer, AZEK® Shingle matches the attractive texture of cedar shingles while adding the performance and low-maintenance benefits of rot-proof PVC building materials.

Leveraging our innovative new PaintPro Technology, AZEK Shingle offers a rapid dry time, superior paint adhesion, and a painted finish that lasts without needing touch-ups or frequent maintenance. Delivering classic beauty with superior durability has never been so effortless.

LOW-MAINTENANCE PERFORMANCE:
• Moisture-resistant
• Will not rot, split, splinter, peel, warp, or swell from moisture
• Maintains beautiful finish even through harsh weather
• Insect-resistant; unappetizing to destructive pests
ENHANCED PAINTABILITY WITH PAINTPRO TECHNOLOGY
Products from AZEK Exteriors with PaintPro Technology have enhanced paintability to provide easier paint application, time savings, and a superior paint bond for long-lasting performance. Give your next siding install a painted finish that requires almost no maintenance.

INSTALLATION BENEFITS:
- No special tools required
- Engineered polymer is lightweight and durable
- Flexible, durable material helps prevent on-site breakage
- No need to seal cut edges and scrapes for water protection
- Route and cut without splitting
- Uniform finish; no surface irregularities to work around

AVAILABLE IN TWO CLASSIC STYLES

**Straight Edge Shingle**
Consistency with a dash of variety. Uniform horizontal lines with varied width tabs and keyways for the most natural-looking shingle to beautifully complement modern or classic exterior architecture.

**Staggered Edge Shingle**
Patterns with individual character, dimension, and diversity. Each random edge panel enhances the overall pattern for an amazing exterior picture. Beautiful variety in both vertical and horizontal lines.

Visit our [Inspiration Photo Gallery](#)

**AZEK®** is the most trusted name in the market for exterior PVC trim, moulding, sheets and accessories. Easy to work with and install, **AZEK®** Exterior products are a more durable replacement to traditional wood in non-stress and non-load-bearing applications. Plus, they don’t require paint for protection but can be painted for aesthetic purposes. [Learn more about AZEK Shingle Siding](#)

For Local assistance or guidance, contact:

Sharon Moore, Territory Manager
AZEK Building Products
(302) 233-5358
Sharon.Moore@AZEKCO.com